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Abstract
Background: Proton radiography (PR) uses highly energetic proton beams
to create images where energy loss is the main contrast mechanism. Water-
equivalent path length (WEPL) measurements using flat panel PR (FP-PR) have
potential for in vivo range verification. However, an accurate WEPL measure-
ment via FP-PR requires irradiation with multiple energy layers, imposing high
imaging doses.
Purpose: A FP-PR method is proposed for accurate WEPL determination
based on a patient-specific imaging field with a reduced number of energies
(n) to minimize imaging dose.
Methods: Patient-specific FP-PRs were simulated and measured for a head
and neck (HN) phantom.An energy selection algorithm estimated spot-wise the
lowest energy required to cross the anatomy (Emin) using a water-equivalent
thickness map.Starting from Emin,n was restricted to certain values (n= 26,24,
22, …, 2 for simulations, n = 10 for measurements), resulting in patient-specific
FP-PRs. A reference FP-PR with a complete set of energies was compared
against patient-specific FP-PRs covering the whole anatomy via mean absolute
WEPL differences (MAD), to evaluate the impact of the developed algorithm.
WEPL accuracy of patient-specific FP-PRs was assessed using mean rela-
tive WEPL errors (MRE) with respect to measured multi-layer ionization
chamber PRs (MLIC-PR) in the base of skull, brain, and neck regions.
Results: MADs ranged from 2.1 mm (n = 26) to 21.0 mm (n = 2) for simulated
FP-PRs, and 7.2 mm for measured FP-PRs (n = 10). WEPL differences below
1 mm were observed across the whole anatomy,except at the phantom surfaces.
Measured patient-specific FP-PRs showed good agreement against MLIC-PRs,
with MREs of 1.3 ± 2.0%,−0.1 ± 1.0%, and −0.1 ± 0.4% in the three regions
of the phantom.
Conclusion: A method to obtain accurate WEPL measurements using FP-PR
with a reduced number of energies selected for the individual patient anatomy
was established in silico and validated experimentally. Patient-specific FP-PRs
could provide means of in vivo range verification.

KEYWORDS
adaptive proton therapy, flat panel detector, proton radiography, range verification, water equivalent
path length
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1 INTRODUCTION

Range probing and proton radiography (PR) correspond
to an ion-based imaging modality that exploits the trans-
mission of high-energy proton beams through a patient
to generate images in which the main contrast mecha-
nism is the energy loss.1 In proton therapy, PR allows
using of the same particle for treatment and for imag-
ing purposes, overcoming the uncertainties arising from
the conversion of CT numbers into relative stopping
power.2–5 Several studies have proven the suitability of
PR to detect and/or mitigate multiple sources of range
uncertainty such as patient misalignments, CT calibra-
tion curve errors, or anatomical variations.4,6–11 In the
context of adaptive proton therapy, PR has a potential
role as a quality control tool that provides in vivo range
verification measurements. PR could assist decisions
upon plan adaptation in combination with other daily
x-ray-based imaging modalities.12,13

PR detector configurations, initially developed for
double-scattering proton therapy systems,are classified
into list and integration modes. List mode configura-
tions consist of upstream and/or downstream trackers,
which record the trajectory of particles individually,
and a residual energy detector at the beam exit
of the patient.14,15 Such configurations can provide
accurate water equivalent path length (WEPL) mea-
surements, although they result in complex and bulky
clinical implementation.1,16,17 On the contrary, integrat-
ing systems are more compact and cost-effective in
terms of adoption in clinical practice. They rely on a
single detector located distally to the patient, which
records a signal integrated over a large number of inci-
dent protons. Scintillator screens with a charge-coupled
device, diode arrays, or amorphous silicon detectors
are examples of detectors used for PR integrating
systems.16,18,19 Integrating systems do not allow to
reconstruction of the trajectory of individual particles,
therefore they provide images with a lower spatial reso-
lution as compared to list mode configurations.Nonethe-
less, integrating systems are worth investigating for in
vivo range verification, where the key is not to have
high resolution spatially but rather in the beam eye’s
direction, to achieve accurate residual range or WEPL
measurements.

With the increasing prevalence of pencil beam scan-
ning over double-scattering proton therapy systems,
new PR detector solutions have emerged. PR with a
single pencil beam energy and a multi-layer ionization
chamber (MLIC-PR), also known as range probing, has
proven to be suitable as a quality control tool to detect
multiple sources of range errors.6,7,10,20,21 Furthermore,
MLIC-PR has enabled in vivo proton range verification
in head and neck (HN) cancer patients.12,13

Flat panel (FP) detectors suitable for proton radia-
tion offer the most compact integrating PR solution, as

well as large readout areas. Therefore, PR with a FP
(FP-PR) could be used for in vivo range verification in
adaptive workflows. Due to the small thickness of FPs,
WEPL measurements by means of FP-PR rely on imag-
ing fields composed of several energy layers.22–25 The
acquisition of WEPL values by FP-PR was first pro-
posed by Bentefour et al., who introduced the concept
of energy resolved dose functions (ERDF).23 An ERDF
represents the change in the FP signal as a function of
different initial pencil beam energies composing the PR
field.23 Previous studies showed how to retrieve WEPL
by comparing the ERDFs obtained from a PR acquisi-
tion against a set of ERDFs measured for known water
equivalent thicknesses (WET).17,22,24,26

To lower imaging dose and delivery time, various
FP-PR studies reduced the number of energy lay-
ers by increasing the energy spacing, causing a loss
of WEPL accuracy unacceptable for in vivo range
verification.17,22,24,27 In addition, previous FP-PR stud-
ies suggested the need for a strategy to choose energy
layers using prior patient information like a planning
CT.17,22,24,26,27 However, research up to date has not yet
resulted in a solution to efficiently reduce the imaging
dose of FP-PRs.

To avoid compromising on WEPL accuracy, this work
proposes an alternative imaging dose reduction solu-
tion that does not increase the energy spacing. Instead,
the energy spacing is kept constant and the imaging
dose reduction is achieved by excluding spots with low
energies that would stop inside the anatomy, as well as
spots with very high energies that have low relevance
for the WEPL reconstruction. A spot-wise energy selec-
tion algorithm to acquire FP-PRs with an imaging field
tailored to the individual anatomy was proposed in silico
and validated experimentally.

2 MATERIALS AND METHODS

A spot-wise energy selection algorithm was developed
to minimize the imaging dose imposed by FP-PR. The
images resulting from the energy selection algorithm
are called “patient specific FP-PRs.” In Section 2.1. the
energy selection algorithm is presented, and its per-
formance is evaluated against conventional FP-PRs,
referred to as “reference FP-PRs.” This analysis is per-
formed via simulations as well as measurements. In
Section 2.2., the WEPL accuracy of patient specific FP-
PRs is evaluated by comparing MLIC-PR,considered as
ground truth in terms of WEPL accuracy,against patient
specific and reference FP-PRs. This section contains
a quantification of WEPL accuracy with simulated as
well as experimental results. Table 1 guides the reader
through the data generated in this study, summarizing
the main features of all PRs simulated and measured in
each section.
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1758 PATIENT SPECIFIC PROTON RADIOGRAPHY

TABLE 1 Summary of all PRs performed via simulations and measurements in each section. Details on the field size, field position and the
kind of PR that was performed (MLIC-PR, reference FP-PR, or patient specific FP-PR) are specified for each case

Section Data type Data comparison Field size (cm2) Field position

2.1 Simulation Reference FP-PR vs. patient specific
FP-PR (n = 26, …., 2)

27 × 27 Isocenter

Measurement Reference FP-PR vs. patient specific
FP-PR (n = 10)

27 × 27 Isocenter

2.2. Simulation MLIC-PR vs. reference, patient specific
FP-PR (n = 26, …, 2)

4 × 4 Base of skull, neck, brain

Measurement MLIC-PR vs. reference, patient specific
FP-PR (n = 10)a

4 × 4 Base of skull, neck, brain

aCropped regions from the FP-PRs measured with a 27 × 27 cm2 field.

F IGURE 1 (a) Sagittal plane of the HN phantom. A FP-PR imaging field of 27 × 27 cm2 is highlighted in orange (a1), centered at the
isocenter (yellow). Three small FP-PR fields of 4 × 4 cm2 in the brain, base of skull and neck are highlighted in green (a2, a3, a4). These regions
are used to compare FP-PR against MLIC-PR. (b) Schematic representation of the simulated elements for FP-PR, illustrated with the phantom’s
coronal plane: FP-PR field with beam direction (b1), range shifter (b2), phantom (b3), and FP detector (b4).

2.1 Performance of the spot-wise
energy selection algorithm

2.1.1 FP-PR simulations

FP-PR simulations were performed for a HN phantom
(Proton Therapy Dosimetry Head, model 731-HN by
Computerized Imaging Reference Systems, Inc.), using
openREGGUI (openreggui.org),28,29 with MCsquare as
the Monte Carlo dose engine.30 Nuclear interactions
were turned on, and 108 primaries were used for each
simulation.

Large FP-PR fields of 27 × 27 cm2 for full phantom
coverage (highlighted in orange in Figure 1), with a spot
spacing of 5 mm, were simulated across the phantom
in the x-y plane. The fields were directed toward the
phantom from a gantry angle of 270 degrees (z axis). A
water block of 40 mm acting as range shifter was simu-
lated upstream of the phantom,and another water block
of 8 mm of thickness at the exit of the phantom rep-
resented the FP detector (see Figure 1b). An isotropic
dose grid of 1 mm was employed for dose calcula-
tions,and the two-dimensional FP signal (x-y plane) was

extracted by integrating the dose volume in the water
block representing the FP along the z axis.

The WEPL value corresponding to each pixel of the
FP image was obtained based on a FP calibration
dataset, which relates FP signal at different energies
(the so-called ERDFs) to a set of known WETs. The cal-
ibration dataset, depicted in Figure S1, was simulated
with a FP-PR imaging field with energy layers ranging
from Emin = 70 MeV to Emax = 223 MeV, with energy
steps of ∆E = 3 MeV.Water-equivalent slabs of increas-
ing thickness were simulated in steps of ∆X = 5 mm,
from 0 to 200 mm.

The assignment of each ERDF in a FP image to
a WEPL value was performed by an optimization pro-
cess that minimized the squared difference (L2 norm)
between each ERDF in the FP image and the ERDFs
in the FP calibration dataset.26 More information on the
calibration dataset and the optimization process can be
found in the supplementary material.

Conventional FP-PRs, named “reference FP-PR,”
were simulated with a uniform FP-PR field with the
same characteristics as the PR field used for calibration
(∆E= 3 MeV, from Emin= 70 MeV to Emax = 223 MeV),
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PATIENT SPECIFIC PROTON RADIOGRAPHY 1759

F IGURE 2 Simulation of reference and patient specific FP-PRs (blue and green branches, respectively). Both FP-PRs were simulated for
the CT scan, where the edges of the FP-PR field are highlighted in orange (a1). For the reference FP-PR, all the energy layers of the imaging
field were uniform (a2). The resulting FP signal was subject to an optimization process to obtain the corresponding WEPL map (a3). The
determination of a patient specific FP-PR required the calculation of a WET map (b1), in which WET(i,j) values per spot coordinate (i,j) were
extracted. Six illustrative spot coordinates are depicted by black crosses. The FP calibration dataset was used to find the ERDF(i,j) shown in b2,
corresponding to WET(i,j). Emin(i,j) was identified in ERDF(i,j) as the first energy at which a non-zero FP signal was detected, and Emax(i,j) was
calculated starting from Emin(i,j), according to ∆E = 3 MeV and n = 10. The patient specific FP-PR imaging field consisted of non-uniform
energy layers from 223 to 70 MeV. Spot patterns for two illustrative energy layers are shown in (b3). The resulting FP signal was introduced into
the optimization process to obtain a patient specific WEPL map, exemplified for n = 10 (b4).

containing a total of 52 energy layers. The blue branch
in Figure 2 represents the acquisition of a reference FP-
PR imaging field (Figure 2a2) as well as the resulting
WEPL map (Figure 2a3).

“Patient specific FP-PRs” were generated with an
energy selection algorithm per spot coordinate, devel-
oped to create FP-PR imaging fields tailored to the
phantom anatomy. An estimation of the lowest energy
needed to pass through the phantom was performed for
each spot coordinate (i,j),and the number of energies “n”
used per spot coordinate was limited to certain values.

The tasks carried out to obtain patient specific FP-
PRs are connected with green arrows in Figure 2, from
(b1) to (b4). In the first step, a CT scan is used to calcu-
late a WET map, from the same gantry angle in which
the FP-PR field was directed (Figure 2b1). The WET
value corresponding to each spot coordinate, referred
in Figure 2b1 as WET(i,j), was extracted by averaging
WET values over an area of 5 × 5 mm2.

In the next stage, the FP calibration dataset is used
to find the lowest energy, Emin(i,j), at which a non-zero

FP signal would be obtained for a certain WET(i,j) (see
Figure 2b2 and Figure S1). Given that the FP calibra-
tion contains ERDFs for a discrete number of WETs, a
linear interpolation between ERDFs was performed for
WET(i,j) values not present in the FP calibration dataset.

Figure 2b2 represents the assignment of a WET(i,j)
to an ERDF, in which Emin(i,j) = 142 MeV. Starting from
Emin(i,j), subsequent higher energies were determined
in accordance with ∆E = 3 MeV. The highest energy
per spot coordinate, Emax(i,j), was obtained in accor-
dance with a pre-selected number of energies (n) per
spot coordinate in the imaging field.

The energy selection procedure per spot coordinate
resulted in non-uniform energy layers (Figure 2b3) in
the imaging field, where the presence of spot coor-
dinates in each layer varied in accordance with the
anatomy.High/low energies were assigned to regions of
high/low WET (see Figure 2b3). The information about
spot coordinates present in each energy layer was trans-
ferred to MCsquare and patient specific FP-PRs were
obtained. Unlike with the reference FP-PR, where the
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1760 PATIENT SPECIFIC PROTON RADIOGRAPHY

F IGURE 3 Experimental setup for FP-PR acquisition, from a gantry angle of 90◦. PR fields were directed from right to left, encountering a
stack of 4 cm of RW3 slabs (acting as range shifter), the HN phantom and the FP detector.

complete FP calibration dataset was employed in the
optimization process to determine WEPL, the determi-
nation of WEPL values for patient specific FP-PRs was
performed using only calibration ERDFs up to Emax(i,j).

Thirteen patient specific FP-PR simulations were per-
formed, employing the energy selection algorithm for
n = 26, 24, 22, 20, 18, 16, 14, 12, 10, 8, 6, 4, and 2.

2.1.2 FP-PR measurements

In addition to the simulated data, a reference and a
patient specific FP-PR (n = 10) were acquired exper-
imentally using the same phantom and settings as
described in Section 2.1.1., from a gantry angle of 90◦.
The experimental setup for the acquisitions is shown
in Figure 3, which shows the FP detector used in the
experiments (Phoenix, IBA Dosimetry, Schwarzenbruck,
DE31,32).The phantom was aligned using in-room CBCT
images, and FP images were acquired using a single
shot mode (one energy layer per shot). The 2D sig-
nal provided by the FP contained pixels with a size of
0.2 × 0.2 mm2.Each spot was set with 0.1 monitor units,
carrying a dose between 200 and 300 cGy for the refer-
ence FP-PR and between 50 and 60 cGy for the patient
specific FP-PR.

A calibration dataset with the same features as
the simulated calibration was measured with the FP
detector, using RW3 slabs of increasing thickness.
This calibration was employed as input for the energy

selection algorithm to generate the patient specific
FP-PR field, as well as to reconstruct WEPL maps.

2.1.3 Quantification

To quantify the impact of the energy selection algo-
rithm on WEPL images, a comparison was performed
between patient specific FP-PRs against the reference
FP-PR. This comparison was performed for both sim-
ulated and measured FP-PRs. The absolute WEPL
difference was calculated for each pixel of the WEPL
maps, with respect to the WEPL values obtained
from the reference FP-PR. Furthermore, mean absolute
differences (MAD) were computed for each WEPL map.

2.2 WEPL accuracy assessment of
patient specific FP-PRs

FP-PRs were evaluated against MLIC-PRs to analyze
the impact of the energy selection algorithm in terms of
WEPL accuracy. MLIC-PRs are taken as ground truth in
terms of WEPL accuracy.

2.2.1 MLIC-PR and FP-PR simulations

MLIC-PRs were simulated across the base of skull,neck
and brain regions of the phantom, covering areas of
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F IGURE 4 (a,b) Absolute WEPL difference maps obtained from a comparison between simulations of a reference FP and patient specific
FP-PR with n = 20 (a) and n = 10 (b). (c) Mean absolute WEPL difference (mm) of patient specific FP-PRs simulated across the phantom with
varying n with respect to the reference FP-PR.

4 × 4 cm2 as shown in green in Figure 1a. The energy
used for MLIC-PR simulations was 210 MeV and the
gantry angle was 270◦. The MLIC detector was repre-
sented at the beam exit of the phantom by a water block
of 30 cm of thickness.Residual integral depth dose pro-
files were extracted by integrating the dose volume in the
MLIC in x and y directions,obtaining a depth-dose MLIC
signal along the beam direction (z axis).13,21 An isotropic
dose grid of 1 mm was employed, and MLIC-PR WEPL
values were obtained using the pull-back method with
respect to a simulated MLIC measurement in air.22,24,26

Total 13 patient specific FP-PRs, with n = 26, …, 2,
were accordingly simulated in the same three regions
where the MLIC-PRs were simulated, with a field size of
4 × 4 cm2.

2.2.2 MLIC-PR and FP-PR
measurements

On a further step, MLIC-PRs were measured across the
base of skull, neck, and brain of the phantom using the
Giraffe MLIC (IBA Dosimetry,Schwarzenbruck,DE),with
a gantry angle of 90◦, a spot spacing of 5 mm and
0.012 monitor units per spot. The measured MLIC-PRs
were compared against measured FP-PRs (reference
and patient specific with n = 10).

The FP-PR measurements correspond to the data
previously measured in Section 2.1.2.4 × 4 cm2 regions
in the base of skull, neck, and brain were cropped out of
the measured 27 × 27 cm2 FP-PRs.

2.2.3 Quantification

To quantify WEPL accuracy, mean relative WEPL errors
(MRE) and standard deviations were computed between
simulated MLIC-PR and FP-PRs, as well as for mea-
sured MLIC-PR and FP-PRs. FP-PR WEPL maps
were down sampled via pixel averaging to match the
resolution of MLIC-PR WEPL maps.

3 RESULTS

3.1 Performance of the spot-wise
energy selection algorithm

Figure 4 shows two exemplary absolute WEPL differ-
ence maps between simulations of reference FP-PR
and patient specific FP-PRs of the phantom,with n = 20
(Figure 4a) and n = 10 (Figure 4b). Generally, minimal
WEPL absolute differences below 0.5 mm are found
across the phantom anatomy. In regions in which lat-
eral heterogeneities are present, such as the throat
or the surface of the phantom, large WEPL absolute
differences above 10 mm are observed.

A quantification of the MAD as a function of n is
shown in Figure 4c. MADs increase as a function of
decreasing n, from 2.1 mm (n = 26) to 21.0 mm (n = 2).

Figure 5a,b show phantom WEPL maps obtained
experimentally, corresponding to a reference and a
patient-specific FP-PR (n = 10), respectively. The abso-
lute WEPL difference map obtained via measurements
(Figure 5c) resulted in a MAD of 7.2 mm, 2 mm
higher than the MAD (n = 10) obtained via simulations
(5.2 mm).

3.2 WEPL accuracy assessment of
patient specific FP-PRs

Figure 6 shows the WEPL accuracy assessment carried
out via FP-PR against MLIC-PR simulations in the base
of skull, neck, and brain regions of the phantom. From
n = 26 up to n = 10, MREs and standard deviations
were mostly invariable and not affected by n, with val-
ues within 0.7 ± 1.6% in the base of skull, 0.2 ± 1.0% in
the neck and −0.4 ± 0.6% in the brain. Between n = 8
and n = 2, a steep increase in MRE was observed,
with its highest values at 10.8 ± 3.2%, 11.4 ± 2.8%,
and 7.9 ± 1.4% in the base of skull, neck and brain,
respectively.
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F IGURE 5 (a,b) WEPL maps acquired from reference and patient specific FP-PR measurements. (c): absolute WEPL difference map in
mm, between (a) and (b).

F IGURE 6 Mean relative WEPL error (%) and standard deviation (error bars) obtained from a comparison between patient specific FP-PR
and MLIC-PR simulations in the base of the skull, brain and neck of the phantom, as a function of n.

The comparison of phantom FP-PRs against MLIC-
PRs obtained experimentally resulted in MREs around
−1.3 ± 2.0%,−0.1 ± 1.0%,−0.1 ± 0.4% in the base of
skull, neck, and brain, respectively (see Figure 7). Errors
obtained from MLIC-PR against patient specific FP-PR
were very similar to those obtained from a comparison
against the reference FP-PR, with a difference below
0.3%.

4 DISCUSSION

A method to perform FP-PRs using a patient spe-
cific imaging field with a reduced number of energies
per spot coordinate selected in accordance with the
anatomy has been established in silico and verified
experimentally.

On a first step, the energy selection algorithm was
presented and WEPL images resulting from patient
specific FP-PRs were evaluated against reference FP-
PRs. Absolute WEPL differences (Figures 4 and 5)
between reference and patient specific FP-PRs were
below 1 mm across the phantom anatomy, demonstrat-
ing the suitability of the energy selection procedure to
provide WEPL images comparable to the reference FP-
PR. This quantification highlighted potential limitations
of the energy selection algorithm. For instance, large
WEPL differences were observed in regions of sharp
heterogeneities, especially in the surface of the phan-
tom. The mismatch in WEPL values in the edges of the
phantom is due to the WET averaging over areas of
5 × 5 mm2 performed by the energy selection algorithm,
which may result in a non-suitable energy selection if
large heterogeneity gradients like air-bone are present.
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F IGURE 7 Mean relative WEPL error (%) and standard
deviation (error bars) obtained experimentally between phantom
MLIC-PR acquisitions and reference and patient specific FP-PR
acquisitions, corresponding to red and blue data points, respectively.

This effect was also observed experimentally (Figure 5c)
and gets magnified for lower values of n, as shown in
Figure 4.

Secondly, WEPL accuracy of patient specific FP-
PRs was evaluated by comparing such images against
MLIC-PRs. Reduced and constant MREs below 1%
were found between MLIC-PRs and patient specific FP-
PR for n ≥ 10, demonstrating that accurate FP-PRs
can be performed in different anatomical regions with
a low number of energies per spot (see Figure 6).
Figure 7 shows experimental evidence that a simi-
lar WEPL accuracy can be obtained by delivering a
reference or a patient specific FP-PR with n = 10. Fur-
thermore, the MREs obtained via measurements were
comparable to those simulated, with MRE differences
below 0.5%. Several sources of uncertainty could have
contributed to MREs obtained experimentally.MLIC-PRs
and FP-PRs were acquired in different days, leading to
phantom positioning discrepancies. Other uncertainties
concern beam energy fluctuations, beam divergence, or
FP positioning.12,13

In both phantom FP-PR simulations and measure-
ments, MREs and standard deviations were slightly
higher in the base of skull, followed by MREs in the
neck and brain (see Figures 6 and 7). Such outcome
can be explained by range mixing, given that the base
of skull is the region with largest heterogeneities and
thus sharpest WET gradients,while the brain is the most
homogeneous region. An assessment of the impact of

range mixing in WEPL accuracy could be a subject of
future investigations.For the lowest n values,MREs tend
toward high positive values (Figure 6), realizing a WEPL
underestimation caused by an insufficient number of
data points (energies) in the ERDFs.

In this study, experimental patient specific FP-PRs
with n = 10 energy layers per spot showed an accuracy
with MREs below 1%. The reduction of the number
of energies was tackled in other studies by increasing
∆E, resulting in a loss of WEPL accuracy.17,22,24,27 For
instance, Alaka et al. reported systematic WEPL shifts
when reducing the number of energy layers from 47
to 10, suggesting the need for an imaging field specific
to the object to be imaged.17 This work proposes an
alternative method that does not increase the energy
interval (3 MeV for both reference and patient specific
FP-PRs). In this study ∆E remains unchanged, and
for each spot coordinate, all the energies for which
the beam is expected to stop inside the anatomy are
excluded. Only the energies that are expected to con-
tribute to the FP signal are delivered.Given that the most
valuable information for the minimization process is the
FP signal in the Bragg peak and its closest surround-
ings, data points in the plateau region of the Bragg
peak (corresponding to the highest energies) were
reduced by choosing a predefined n. As a result, similar
WEPL accuracy was found in patient specific FP-PRs
(n = 10) with respect to reference FP-PRs as well as
MLIC-PRs.

Variations in the FP calibration settings affect WEPL
accuracy. The calibration settings used in this work
(∆X and ∆E) were selected according to calibration
setting optimality boundaries within which accurate
WEPL measurements were feasible and practicable, as
reported in a previous study.26 Other settings such as
spot spacing, the area over which WET(i,j) values are
averaged, or the definition of Emin(i,j), could have an
impact on WEPL accuracy. For instance, an increase on
spot spacing might only be suitable for FP-PR images
of homogeneous regions like the brain. If the region
to be imaged is subject to substantial intra-fractional
anatomical changes, a more conservative determina-
tion of Emin(i,j) with a margin toward lower energy
values could be beneficial. To avoid WEPL inaccuracies
due to inter-fractional changes, the energy selection
algorithm could create a WET map from a weekly
CT or even daily CBCT-based synthetic CT of the
patient.13

The experimental acquisition of FP-PRs was time
consuming (around 40 min per FP-PR) with respect
to MLIC-PRs, given that the single shot FP acquisi-
tion mode required a delivery pause after each energy
layer. In addition, the imaging fields covered the whole
anatomy and thus contained 47 energy layers (n = 10),
from 76 to 214 MeV, to achieve high WEPL accuracy
for a wide range of WET values. To perform an in vivo
PR acquisition in patients within the clinical workflow,the
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acquisition time should be reduced to seconds,such that
the whole PR procedure (including setup) does not take
longer than 5 min.12 Faster deliveries would be achieved
if smaller regions are imaged (e.g., 10 × 10 cm2 instead
of 27 × 27 cm2). The FP-PR acquisition procedure
could be greatly reduced in time if future FP detec-
tor generations provide faster acquisition rates in movie
mode, comparable to those available for MLIC acqui-
sitions, thus avoiding interruptions after each energy
layer.

MLIC-PRs,acquired with 0.012 monitor units per spot,
carry a low imaging dose of 1 cGy, given that only
one high energy is needed to obtain WEPL values.12,13

In contrast, FP-PRs rely on multiple energies to mea-
sure accurate WEPL values. FP-PRs were measured
with 0.1 monitor units due to familiarity with the detec-
tor response and acquisition settings at this dose level.
Assuming that the FP detector could resolve images of
PR fields with 0.012 monitor units per spot, a reference
FP-PR would carry an imaging dose of around 35 cGy,
while the dose of a patient specific FP-PR with n = 10
would be reduced below 7 cGy. An evaluation of the
detector response and acquisition settings with low dose
levels will be a subject of future investigations. The esti-
mated FP-PR imaging dose is higher than the imaging
dose of some list-mode PR detector configurations33

and comparable to the dose given by some kV CBCT
imaging systems.34 Given that FP-PR is obtained with
proton radiation, it could be accounted for in the proton
therapy plan.

In contrast with MLIC-PR, FP-PR offers a more
compact detector configuration. Challenges at different
levels remain to be addressed to further investigate the
suitability of FP-PR for in vivo range verification in adap-
tive proton therapy. Some of these challenges include
delivery time reduction,possible limitations of the spatial
resolution to detect different sources of range error, and
integration in the treatment room to enable rotations.
A FP detector suitable for proton and photon radiation
could be mounted on the gantry system and integrated
into the clinical workflow for x-ray alignment purposes
as well as for in vivo range assessment by means of
FP-PR.

Patient specific FP-PR acquisitions with the proposed
spot-wise energy selection method provide a WEPL
accuracy below 1% in the base of skull, neck, and brain
regions, and hold the potential to serve as a quality
control tool in online adaptive proton therapy work-
flows, detecting sources of range error such as patient
misalignments, calibration curve errors, or anatomical
changes.10 Future investigations could evaluate the per-
formance of the patient specific FP-PRs when a source
of range error is introduced. Furthermore, the simul-
taneous detection of various sources of range error
could be automated by means of artificial intelligence,10

providing information to assist decisions about plan
adaptation.

5 CONCLUSION

A method to accurately measure WEPL by means of
FP-PR with a reduced number of energies tailored to the
patient anatomy has been established in silico and val-
idated experimentally. Patient specific FP-PR holds the
potential to assist online range verification quality control
processes within adaptive proton therapy workflows.
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